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INTRODUCTION

The Waldenses are a Christian community of austere morality
centred in the French Alps, followers of Peter Waldo, a 12th
century preacher devoted to the simplicity of the Gospel.
The Waldensian Manuscripts at Trinity are extremely rare and
contain one manuscript of Cathar origin. They date from the
15th to the 17th century and include many Poems, Sermons and
Tracts such as Ms 258 THE WALDENSIAN BIBLE. There are also
several documents dealing with examination and sentencing of
the Waldensian Heretics, including Ms 266 PROCESSUS CONTRA
WALDENSES.

The Icelandic Collection, the larger of the two, was selected
chiefly with reference to the history of relations between
the Northern Nations and Great Britain and Ireland, and is
consequently rich in sagas and histories chronicling
expeditions, battles and invasions from the North, including
those by the sons of Nials and Egillus. However, the manu-
scripts are widely varied, ranging from versions of the
histories of King Arthur and Henry II to a Natural History
illustrated by drawings of fabulous beasts. Other documents
in this fascinating collection include Ms 1013 ANNALS OF THE
MONASTERIES OF ICELAND; Ms 1025 ISLANDSKE LOV - a book of the
laws of Iceland and Ms 998 STIÖRN - A History from the begin-
ning of the World to the destruction of Jerusalem.

The list that follows is based on the descriptions of the
manuscripts in T.K. Abbott's "Catalogue of the Manuscripts in
the Library of Trinity College, Dublin".
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WALDENSIAN MANUSCRIPTS 15th-17th c.

REEL  MSS & INCIPITS
1    258 Waldensian Bible   259 Papers relating to the
     Waldenses   260 Waldensian Prose Tracts   261 Walden-
     sian Poems and Tracts   262 Waldensian Tracts
     263-4 Waldensian Prose Tracts
WALDENSIAN MANUSCRIPTS 15th-17th c.

REEL
MSS & INCIPITS
2 265 Waldensian Documents, Diocese of Ambrun
266 Processus Contra Waldenses  267 Waldensian Tracts
269 Tractatus Contra Peccata varia ...

ICELANDIC MANUSCRIPTS
3 989 Catalogue of the Library of Arnas Magnas
990 Grammatica Islandica  991 Orkneyinga Thaettir
992 Eystein's Lilium and six other Tracts  993 Ragnar
Lodbroks Saga  994 Sagas of Ketils, Grims, Orvar
995 Arons Hiörleifs Sonar Saga

4 996 Eyrbiggis Saga  997 Stur Linga Saga (2 vols)

5 998 Stiörn  999 Biörns a Skordsaa Annales Islandici

6 1000 Miramars Saga  1001 Vatnsdæla Saga  1002 Nials
Saga  1003 The Edda

7 1004 Historia Britannorum  1005 Sagas of Hela and of
Finnboga Rama  1006 Faereya Thaettur and four other
Tracts  1007 Sagas of Floamanna and Hoensa Thoris
1008 Laxdæla Saga  1009 Laxdæla Saga (1749) and
Historical Poems  1010 Miscellanea Medica  1011 'Jons
Bogen'  1012 List of Minerals, Plants with medicinal
uses

8 1013 Abbota Priora og Abbadissa Annall  1014 The Edda
Sacmundi  1015 Arthur Sage. History of King Arthur
1016 A Collection of Tracts

9 1017 A Natural History  1018 Sagann af Gunnan
Kieldognúpsfiffl  1019 Tårn Sida and two other Tracts
1020 Sagann af Wilialme Siod  1021 'Bretonum res gestae'

10 1022 A History of Henry II and Thomas Becket

11 1023 Log Bok  Islendinga hueria ...  1024 Log Book
Islendinga (later copy)  1025 'Islandske Lov'
1026 Gondreia seu Novum ....  1027 A collection of
Ancient Poems

12 1028 Saga Töns Höla Biskups  1029 Treaties on Logic
and Rhetoric  1030 5 Sagas (1746-50)  1031 3 Sagas
(1749-50)  1032 A Book of Medical Receipts
1033 Proceedings of the Öxaraar Thing. (July 1717)
1034 Book of Medical Receipts  1035 Medical Notes
1036 Digda Speigell  1037 Notes on St Matthew's Gospel